Gene network analysis offers a powerful tool to extract key players in complex RNA sequencing experiments which cannot be adequately examined via binary differential expression analysis. A number of gene network inference algorithms have been published, but any algorithm based on a single statistic tends to suffer from bias towards a particular type of interaction. The DREAM 5 challenge offered a potential solution via aggregation of several methods into a combined crowd network. Here we present Seidr, a unified tool to create gene networks and combine them into a unified meta-network. Seidr is implemented with a focus on speed and makes heavy use of parallelism where applicable.
Introduction
The continued decline in the cost of RNA sequencing experiments has led to an explosive increase in high throughput datasets in the last years. Many of these experiments are complex in nature and difficult to analyze in traditional binary differential expression comparisons (control vs. treatment).
Gene networks are a powerful tool to investigate complex transcriptomics data by creating a network of gene interactions and selecting key players via centrality metrics. These networks are often calculated by relying on a single scoring statistic, such as correlation, mutual information or regression statistics. The DREAM5 challenge benchmarked a large number of available inference algorithms and revealed that each method was biased towards certain interaction types (Marbach et al., 2012) . Further, it was reported that aggregating all networks into a meta-network drastically improved the accuracy of the solution.
While meta networks perform well in accuracy, they are extremely diffcult to calculate for most researchers. The algorithms are written in varying programming languages (C, C++, R, MATLAB), which may require custom compilation by the user. Further, they require different input formats and/or are error prone. Another issue is the computational time required to calculate networks, which is further exacerbated by the use of inefficient program designs and by the choice of programming language.
In this article, we present Seidr, a comprehensive toolkit to calculate gene networks, aggregate them into a meta network and perform downstream analysis. Seidr is created with a heavy emphasis on execution speed and parallelism to allow for the calculation of all-vsall calculations, while also offering a consistent front-end and user friendly command line interface. Seidr is available upon request to the authors.
Implementation
Seidr is implemented as a set of C++ executables which are intended to be executed in three core steps -network inference, ranking and aggregation (see Fig. 1 ). Afterwards, Seidr assists with threshold selection and calculation of various centrality metrics to prepare the data for input in graph partitioning or clustering The typical workflow of Seidr. Several networks are calculated from expression data based on several published algorithms. These are then ranked and ordered in lower triangular order. All networks are aggregated to a consensus network using one of two strategies (mean or top). Finally, centrality statistics can be calculated and downstream analysis performed.
software or to carry out gene set enrichment analyses.
Base network inference
As a first step to the inference pipeline, base networks must be inferred using expression data from the set of experiments of interest. Seidr includes native C++ implementations of 12 published network inference algorithms based on fast open source libraries (see Tab. 1). These include the top performers of the DREAM5 study as well as some algorithms subsequently. Algorithms that pose a computational bottleneck have been implemented using OpenMPI at their core to allow parallel calculations at a scale of thousands of CPU cores spread across a network of hosts. Seidr includes a wrapper program which handles the majority of the work related to running the inference jobs on local machines or via job managers such as SLURM.
Ranking and ordering of network edges
In order to aggregate the edges of each individual network in the following step, the per network edge weights must first be made comparable. This is achieved by transforming edge weights into ranks. Edges with tied weights are assigned the mid-rank between the first and last tied weight. In case the input is a nonsymmetrical matrix, only the better weight is chosen as the representative. Finally, the edges are ordered as the lower triangular of the symmetric node-node matrix.
Network aggregation
For each edge in the network a representative final edge is created by mean rank (borda) aggregation or by picking the best rank of all available methods (top1).
Network thresholding
The output of the aggregation will be a fully dense network, meaning that every node is connected to every other node with a certain edge weight. In order to proceed with a meaningful network, it is important to select an appropriate cutoff below which edges assumed to be noise or to lack biological meaning are removed. Seidr aids cutoff selection by calculating two network topology statistics -scale free fit and transitivity -at a user defined interval.
Calculation of centrality scores
Finally, Seidr makes use of the parallel NetworKit library (Staudt, Sazonovs, and Meyerhenke, 2014 ) to calculate centrality statistics for further interpretation of the network. Currently, PageRank (Page et al., 1998) , Closeness (Bavelas, 1950; Eppstein and Wang, 2000) , Betweenness (Brandes, 2001; Geisberger, Sanders, and Schultes, 2008; Riondato and Kornaropoulos, 2016; Freeman, 1977) , Strength, Eigenvector centrality and Katz (Katz, 1953) centrality are calculated for each node. Spanning Edge centrality (Teixeira et al., 2013) as well as Edge Betweenness centrality (Girvan and Newman, 2002) 
